
FELIX RANDALL

Felix Randal the farrier, O is he dead then? my duty all ended,. Who have watched his mould of man, big-boned and
hardy-handsome. Pining, pining, till time.

Moreover there can be seen some effects of Pre-Raphaelitism which means an attempt to reveal truths through
nature. There is a bond of compassion and trust. Not shoes? Next the poet emphasizes the idea of his healing
process. Who was Felix Randal? He used to make horseshoes. A connection is born between the two. This
ironsmith passed away from what was most likely pulmonary tuberculosis. Analysis of Felix Randal Lines
Hopkins begins this piece by having his speaker, generally considered to be Hopkins himself, see introductory
material introduce the main character of the poem, Felix Randal. Hopkins knew, befriended, and delivered the
last sacraments to an ironsmith by the name of Felix who was a member of his parish. Randal, in preparation
for death and salvation. The poet attended him during his last illness. Obviously a person needs to be strong
and big-boned in order to be able to put horseshoes on horses. The poem tells us about the physical as well as
the spiritual state of Felix Randal. The sheer force and beauty of these closing lines should be noted. Fettle â€”
make ready; repair or set right. By profession, he is a blacksmith who makes horseshoes. You can read the full
poem here. Furthermore the poet brings out the mutual bond between the healer poet and the healed Felix. In
Hopkins started his study of theology at St. He is happy on his way to Heaven. He also attended his last hours
as a priest. In his youth, Randal was big-boned, hardy and handsome. Lines  Forge â€” a smithy; the workshop
of a workman in iron. This section of lines concludes with the speaker sighing in resignation at the power of
God and asking that God forgive Felix Randal for any offense he might have ever caused. The speaker of this
poem is generally considered to be Hopkins himself. He was one of the greatest of the English poets. When
Hopkins, as the poet-priest visited Felix Randal, and spoke dear words in his ear, the words gave solace to
him. At the same time the poem can be categorized as a religious poem too. He then decide to become a Jesuit
priest and to swear off writing. Random â€” built with rough, irregular stone. Hopkins was ordained into the
priesthood in and served in various institutions throughout England.


